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The Channel Between The Cars
GARY FINKE
Where we live, the wires are down,
And the bHzzard manages
The turnpike. Our secret street

We

are dark and deaf, marking
Ourselves with candles. Outside,
The channel between the cars
Is closing. We might have dreamed
It was deep; we might have drowned
In the impressions we thought
We left before this storm whipped

The snow into a whiteout,
The lake- effect weather
Of our inaudible dreams.
The zero wind keeps our light.
If we heard something now.

We

would not believe

it.

Ending
MARY CLEARMAN BLEW
IN
HERE
rounding

THE SMALLER

COMMUNITIES, where the surplains seem endless, and the clouds rolling across the
open blue so vast that theirs might be the only shadows, it is easy to
forget that one culture is rapidly replacing another. In a town that
grew over an old Metis settlement along a creek bottom, a generation
of transplanted cottonwoods has had time to grow, decay, and cast
shade and a litter of fluff and dead twigs over the sidwalks and the
seedy lawns and the front porches. And in the neighborhoods of twostory frame houses which seem impervious to the inroads of the new
four-lane highway and quick food joints and car lots and shopping
malls, indifferent to the new bare housing developments cropping up
on the unsheltered slopes above town, it still is the custom to bring
food to the homes of the recently bereaved.
Plates and plates of food. Tableloads of food over which the family
and friends gather after the services in decorum or shock or curiosity
or relief, to eat of the communally prepared food as though it might
contain the power to embalm them against the trespasses of their own
mortality.
And so it comes about that, over the funeral baked ham, my mother
finds the opportunity to ask me for the fourth time whether she ever
told me that my father had found out who murdered Jess Sample.
Trapped, with all possibility of escape cut off, I glare at her over my
dripping plate of salad. In decency I cannot turn my back on her and

howl that nobody has cared in fifty years who killed Jess Sample, it
has mattered to no one, it has made no difference under the sun. But I
cannot scream at her, certainly not here in the living room of the
decent in-laws. The most I can do is grate it out:
"Yes. You did mention that."
"Oh." She hesitates, confused. "I did tell you, then?"
"Yes."
But she has no mercy for me. Here in this suffocating dim living
room, crowded with plastic madonnas and second cousins, thick with
the smell of cooked food and the murmurous platitudes of three

"

my mother intends to tell me the story all over again. She
wets her lips, about to begin.
Then, unexpectedly, I am saved by my cousin Butch in his good
dark suit, coming up to put his arm around me.
'Juley, how've you been?"
"Fine, thank you," I assure him gratefully, and see my mother turn
away, dazed, with her paper plate sagging under its load of food.
"That boy of yours! I hardly knew him. Grew up overnight,
didn't he?"
generations,

seemed like it."
"Been a hell of a summer. Hay's burning up in the fields and I ought
to be out swathing it right now, but then this comes along, and the
least I can do for John
It is less Butch's face than his hands that have altered. After all, he
has been ranching for a living, a living in more than one sense of the
word, none of which my son and his friends would comprehend. For
children do not play in irrigation ditches together forever, and Butch's
hand on my shoulder has become an adult male's, the skin grown
leathery and cracked, the nails horny, a durable hand shaped to grip
and lift, although pallbearers nowadays need not bear the physical
"It

—

weight of a casket.

—

When you're asked to serve as a pallbearer, you answer that
you'd be greatly honored, explained my father.
("Do I have to?" complained my son when I telephoned him. "It isn't
like it means anything. Or that he'll be there to appreciate it")
Have you been a pallbearer often? I asked my father.
Once for Uncle Theo. Once for Jess Sample. This time
That time, I remember, it had been for Aunt Maria, and I had been
eighteen and self-consciously sad about the passing of the earliest
generation I knew.
"Butch " I begin, impulsively, for he is Aunt Maria's grandson,
two years younger than I, but well able to remember a time when they
were mostly all still alive and one death counted for little. And now it
has been Butch's turn to leave his hay drying to tinder in the field
while he dresses in his dark suit and necktie and does the decent

—
—

.

.

.

—

thing.

But Butch and I have no words in common. Although his face is
familiar, with the pale blue eyes, slightly protruberant, that mark all
the cousins and the long Macrae mouth, he no longer really is Butch,
my cohort in a hundred childish enterprises. Already he is edging

away.
"We're all very grateful to you," I end by saying, and he nods,
embarrassed to be thanked. When I look again he has walked off to
stand with his wife across the room, his back turned, a head taller
than the rest of the crowd around the dining room table, his neck sun-

—
burned and vulnerable above his white shirt collar.
Perhaps after all I don't want to talk to Butch, or any of them. For
the first time all afternoon I am alone for a moment, temporarily
stranded from the crowd like a river island when the current briefly
divides around the bare sand. I begin to feel myself again. No, I have
nothing to say to any of these people, have no wish to see a ghost
reflected in the eyes I meet. I chose to leave this place too long ago,
set foot in a room like this one again, and now I have
raised a son to whom all this is inexplicable.

wanted never to

It is long and narrow, a small living room and a small dining room
thrown together. Varnished dark wainscotting and tight singlesashed windows, their shades drawn against the dust from the
unpaved street and the rumble of traffic on the way out of town.
Couches and chairs pushed back against the walls to make space for
the oak table with all its leaves added.
Ham and rolls and preserves and Pyrex dishes full of jello salads
and dripping coleslaw and congealing casseroles and pans of baked
beans and fried chicken and relishes and pies and cakes. More food
than all of us possibly can eat, even this crowd for it was one of the
most crowded funerals anyone has seen, with all the seats taken by
the early comers, and old friends, old neighbors from Coffee Creek
days waiting on the sidewalk outside the funeral parlor for their
chance to file past the casket— waiting in the dust the wind whipped
across Main Street, the women in their summer dresses, the men in
their good clean clothes and their hats in their weatherbeaten hands,
one old fellow in an aluminum walker, barely able to drag himself up

—

the aisle to the casket.

To keep from remembering the old man in the walker and the look
on his face as he struggled with it, I turn to the pictures on the walls
around me, where the Old West lives on in the midst of the crucifixes
and the plaster saints.
We had these pictures on our walls, too. The Parrish prints of the
lone wolf and the melancholy Indian maiden. The C. M. Russell prints
celebrating in authentic detail the cattle drive and the horse thieves
and the last stand. Original oils, also of cattle drives and last stands.
These last I can hardly bear to face; they are too much like my own
teen aged efforts.
How proud my father was of my artwork! I had to go off to college to
find out

how

rotten

I

really was.

—She got the cabin just right. Just the way it was. And the man in
the door, just the way Jess used to stand and watch me ride into
sight
-And did Jess always know it was you? I pressed him, knowing the
answer, wanting to hear it again.
—Only fooled him once, and that was when I was breaking that

—
stocking-legged sorrel colt for Kate Melloy. I could see Jess kinda peer
and peer out his door as I rode down the hill on that colt, and finally I
got close enough I could see he'd busted out in a grin. Thought it was
you, he said. Just couldn't figure out that fancy stocking-legged outfit
you're riding.

— So Jess always knew who was by the horse he was riding?
— He could recognize the horse by his gait and his build further off
it

than he could the man. But he could recognize the man just by the way
he sat his saddle. Told you, didn't I, about the first time Jess ever

saw me?

And even this afternoon,

ghastly narrow room of hushed talk
remember how I nodded, eager to hear

in this

and the smell of cooling food,

I

the story again.
I'd ridden over to Aunt Maria's for some reason. Maybe just to
pick up the mail. I was riding old Midge. She was a three-year-old that
spring. And you know how the road used to run all the way down that
long hill to the house?
Yes, I nodded.
All the way down the hill, I could see they were sitting on the
front porch and watching me. And when I finally rode up to the yard
fence. Aunt Maria came out to meet me, kinda laughing. This is Jess
Sample, she said. Do you know what Jess wanted to know when you
rode in sight? He watched you for a little while, and then he said,
Maria, did your brother John ever have a boy? Because if he did, that's
his boy riding down that hill right now. Couldn't nobody else but
John's own boy sit a horse like that.
And that was the first time you ever met Jess? I asked.
I'd knowed who he was for years, of course, but it was the winter
after that I stayed out of high school and camped with him while I ran
the trapline, and then I stayed and helped him through lambing
time
And now here are these paintings, naive in perspective and peculiar
in the drawing, but exact in their rendering of the details of chaps and
boots and pigging strings and the rigging of saddles, the slant of the
shoulders as the cowboy takes his dallies, the shift in balance as he
throws his weight upon the opposing stirrup against the weight of the
steer hitting the end of the lariat. Specific and faithful, a celebration of
the least detail of a twilight world.

—

—
—

—
—

A

TAP ON MY SHOULDER. My

mother, breathing heavily

from the chase, has cornered me again.
"So much food. So many people that cared so much about your

dad."
"Yes."

"Did you notice the Lucases? And did you notice Eldon Stanford
6

—
came? He had to drive all the way down from Hayes this morning.
And did you happen to notice Art Simmons?"
A full revolution of memory tells me what I had known all along but
refused to recognize. Art Simmons, horse-breaker from the lower
Judith with his big rope-burned hands, playing the piano after dinner
with his three remaining fingers, winking at the little girl who
watched him from under the table, was the old man dragging himself
up the aisle in his walker today.
"By the way. Did I think to tell you? Did you know your dad found
out who killed Jess Sample?"
It doesn't matter! I want to scream. Who cares who killed Jess
Sample? But I answer her quietly, "Yes, you did," and she blinks in
bewilderment. For a moment I see her as though she were a stranger:
a small graying woman with sunburned face and arms, her eyes so
blurred with the past that she is oblivious to much of the present.
"I meant to tell Art. But he's so hard of hearing now, and I didn't
want to shout it so loud, with so many standing around
No, she wouldn't want to shout such news in front of others. Not
that her story could be called confidential, exactly, after fifty years.
But at the time, it was a local sensation, an unsolved murder, or, at
least, an unsatisfactorily solved one.
They tried young Walsh for it, and they even had him in the pen a
couple of years, but they was just looking for somebody to nail for it.
Nobody ever believed Walsh done it.
No one ever admitted to it?

—

—
— Never did.
— But what

was the motive? There had

to

be a motive!

I

insisted.

And
face,

then

I

waited through the long pause, watching my father's
after all those years he still was sifting through

knowing that

layers of impressions, details, fragments, in search of pattern.

— They never was sure. At Walsh's

trial

they

made

out that Jess

might of been stealing grass for his sheep, and hell, I wouldn't of put it
past Jess, not if his sheep was hungry. Jess was one of your true oldtimers, and with them old boys, their stock always come first.
My father paused again— Jess would of died for his sheep, all right,
he said.
And how, I now wonder, in this dusty afternoon, in this narrow
oasis within sound of the new highway construction, within smelling
distance of the hot asphalt they are pouring, would Jess's story
sound? As heard, say, through my son's ears? Remote, primitive? Or
merely boring? He and his friends take false arrest and imprisonment
for granted, assume entrapment is commonplace and all motives
base.

My mother wets her lips and starts. "Your dad was drinking coffee

" "

"

"

in town one day when a young fellow came up to him and said, 'You're
John Macrae, aren't you?' And then he told him what his father's
name had been, but
But his father was dead now, and his uncle was dead, and he kind of
thought John Macrae ought to know the whole story, being there was
nobody still alive it could hurt, says my mind, running ahead with the
narrative. But before my mother can repeat it out loud, I am saved
again, this time by my sister Lou.
Lou's eyes contain a dangerous glitter, "We've got to do something
with these chrysanthemums," she says.
"Chrysanthemums?" My mother looks bewildered. "What became
of them all?"
"These are the potted plants. Nine of them. We had all the cut
flowers sent up to the hospital."
"Oh."
"I thought we could send a plant home with Polly. And leave one or
two here for Celia
"Celia yes, she would enjoy a plant. So good of her to open her
home for us like this
Celia!" And spying her, my mother darts

—

—

—

—

off.

Empty space is all that separates Lou and me. Uneasily, we meet
each other's eyes.
"I don't suppose you want to take a plant home with you?"
"No! No it's three hundred miles, and there's so much packed in
the car already, and it's so hot
I break off, seeing my hasty defenses as in a mirror, in the face so
like my own. My sister, my old enemy. The one who stayed home, who
jealously guarded her frontiers against my ever returning until her
gradual realization that I never wanted to come back.
As if in acknowledgement, she shrugs. "Somebody has to take care

—

—

of things."

True, and in our family, Lou is the one the task has fallen to. Lou,
dry-eyed, who made the late-night phone calls and listened while the
conventional protests dwindled into silence, then asked the necessary
questions: when can you get here, is Thursday too soon?
Friday
afternoon, then, or would it be better to wait until Monday? Lou who
made the practical arrangements. The casket, the gravesite, the
reception. Even the gist of the sermon. Even the disposal of the
chrysanthemums. Now her eye holds mine, daring me to carp.
"Lou, I know this hasn't been easy for you
But she draws back, and again I have the sensation of seeing two
women at once, like a do.uble exposure; Lou, Lou, my sister, flesh
almost as familiar as my own, but superimposed upon a frowning
tired stranger, dressed like any ranch wife, with wrists and stomach
and thighs thickened by hard work and a starchy diet. What to say

—

—

next to this

woman?

"The last few years were hard on him," Lou says. "Everything is so
changed. Even the wheat diseases are different. He couldn't keep
up."

"Did he ever

tell

you about Jess Sample and the

man

in the

coffee shop?"

"Only

or sixty times," she says wearily. "He got to where he
in the past. But now—" And suddenly her face
lightens as she tells me about modern production charts, modern
mechanization, ratios of chemicals to yields, moisture conservation.
"Farming's a business now, it's dangerous to believe it isn't. That's
where Butch made his mistake. That's why they're foreclosing. Can
you believe he's still irrigating with ditches and diverting his water by
lived

fifty

more and more

hand?"
"Foreclosing. You mean he's losing the ranch? But that's Aunt
Maria's old homestead!"
"It's going to be hard on him," Lou concedes. "But he can't live in
the past."
"No. Of course not."
Lou goes off on a diatribe against government support programs,
the prime rate of interest, the record numbers of farm foreclosures
over the past few years, but I stop listening. Farm. The very word
sounds flat. Ranch, that was the word we were brought up to say.
"At least it's over and done with. Thank God for that," Lou startles
me by saying. Then I realize she means the funeral.
"Yes," I agree.
"Are you driving back tonight?"
"I suppose so. Robin will be eager to get back."
"He'll graduate next spring? It must seem strange to you."
And again I wonder what she means. "Yes," I agree.
"Well " Lou shrugs, then squints as the deepening afternoon sunlight blinds her with a bolt shot from under the drawn shades. The
light falls over her shoulder to saturate the muddy colors of the oil
paintings. For just a moment they are infused with an illusion of life;
the tiny cowboys sit tense in their saddles, their cattle glow in their
natural reds and buffs, and their shadows fall on dry dust and

—

sage.

Only a moment, and the illusion fades. I turn and face my
mother.
"
he told your dad his family had always known. It was his uncle.
His uncle was the kind that would do anything, for no reason. One
night he remembered it himself, he was a little boy at the time his
uncle rode in and told them, I just shot that Scotch sheepherder. They
all knew what his uncle was. But they never told. I
I was going to tell

—
—

—

—

Art Simmons, but Art is so hard of hearing, and anyway I can't think
of the man's name. Your dad told me what it was, but
I just
can't-"
Unbidden comes the spectacle of my mother shouting in the ear of a
deaf man the story of a fifty-year-old murder, perpetrated by a man
whose name she cannot remember. I would like to laugh, but my
father told me the story, too, last summer when I drove down for a
day, and I can't remember the name either.
A breath of air is what I need. Even hot September air, permeated
with the odor of asphalt. My feet are carrying me toward the front
porch, into the pale full daylight of an early fall evening, where a
slight rustle of cottonwood leaves makes me hear the rumble of traffic
I normally would have blotted out.
Alone and settling into myself again, my mind begins out of habit to
tick off its chores. A few odds and ends to pack, the long drive, home
by midnight if I'm fortunate. Robin to see off in the morning, then the
draft for the foundation to finish by noon. The threads of routine, the
underpinnings of my life. So much to do, so little time.
From blocks away sound the whine of tires and a car accelerating

—

with a shriek of young voices. Teenagers, out cruising the loop,
oblivious to life outside their metal shells. I begin to cast Jess
Sample's story as I would try to tell it to Robin on the drive home the
slightly ironical tone, humorous even, that I might use to catch his
interest. But I know I might as well run down the street and shout it
after the kids in their speeding rattletraps.
I will never know who shot Jess Sample. The tenuous threads my
mother has drawn from his story and tried to hand to me there, now,
is another matter; a matter of those who will do anything for no
reason, and those who insist on a motive. And I shiver in spite of the
lingering heat, because already it is September, and the cottonwood
leaves are rustling toward a conclusion.

—

—

10
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Waiting To Hear
What She'll Say
DIANE SWARTZ WILLIAMS

HAVE A QUEER FEELING,

even though nothing bad has hap-

I pened. I've forgotten something and
profound.

am carrying my son Jeremy.

I

don't

know

if it's trivial

or

His knees pin me at the waist
and my hand is curled around his thigh. He is almost too heavy for me,
but I'm used to having him wedged between my upper and lower
I

body.
I stay near Eileen— the babysitter— as we
walk from the car, so I
can be nearby in case she begins to teeter or slip. She is somewhere in
her seventies, I think, but it's not her age; it's her thinness and the slow
way she moves that make me worry she may suddenly need support.
But even as I anticipate her fall, I know I'm wrong, because I've
watched her hot pink sneakers climb my front steps many times and
she has always been light-footed and sure.
I notice that Eileen has taken care to dress up, as though this evening is going to be a special event of some kind. I've never seen the
khaki pants suit that she's wearing or her large round ivory earrings
carved in the shape of flat roses without stems. As I let her move ahead
of me, I see that the cloth is pulling tightly at the seat of her pants
exposing two crescents of flesh that have escaped the elastic of her
underwear. I can't imagine that she's aware of this.
I notice also that she has brought her Bible, as she does every time
she comes. It has a pebbly black zippered case and is so small she holds
it in her hand like a wallet.

''Spring's not coming this year," I complain, jiggling Jeremy to
relieve the pressure of his weight on
forearm.
Eileen turns to me just inside the door and says, "For everything

my

is a season." Somehow she knew I was serious, and she has
answered me in a serious way. And I find that what she says calms me
for a moment.
When she bends over to lay her Bible on the pine dropleaf table her
head is capped by the dome of a shocking pink umbrella, the one in the
center of the oil painting above the table. It looks like she's put on a hat

there
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a

match her shoes. As she straightens, the hat sHdes off her head and
the tip of an umbrella rib clips her nose.
I keep that painting in the entry so I can look at it all day long as I
come and go. Fm hoping it will impress me with the faith I don't think I
have. You have to study it closely to realize that there's more than just
an umbrella hanging in a blue background. The artist has scratched
faint yellow hearts on the umbrella with something sharp and has used
the same instrument to outline two people seated at a table below it
crying child and a woman (whom I take to be the mother) with her head
down in her arms. I like the simple idea the mother and child are in
distress, but they are protected by something large and lofty in the
to

—

—

sky.

take off my sweater and Jeremy's, which are both hooded and
of almost identical cream-colored wool. When I ask Eileen for
her jacket, she hugs herself and says she will stay buttoned up.
I

made

* * *

had lots of concerns about Eileen. I've worried she might be too
and frail to keep up with Jeremy, and I've worried that I don't
know very much about her. I once asked her if she was related to Strey
Hardware in town and she said no, that she was born in Nova
Scotia: and that was all I found out.
I've

old

Aunt Clara of Aunt Clara's Babysitting Service (which my neighbor
me to Eileen. But I don't know Aunt Clara
on her judgment because she sounds like Dr.
Quint; and I've forced myself to believe in Dr. Quint. They both sound
annoyed when I call, and they make it clear by the tone of their voices

also uses) introduced
either. I probably rely

that they are helping

me

out because

it's

their job, not

because they

want to.
Jeremy

is always cheerful and unafraid when Eileen comes, but I
usually don't want to leave. This time, on an impulse so strong it surprises me, I decide to stay home. I'm not sure if I've slipped or taken a
leap, but I'm doing something new
acting out what I thought I could
only imagine. It's like being drunk: something inside is unbolted and

—

floating free.
I no longer have interest in the quiet dinner I've planned to have by
myself at The Pantry (my husband Buck is out of town) or the lecture
at Ridge School. Perhaps I think I'll find out what I need to know
about Eileen if I let her sit with me too.
I have to con her. I hint at some recent trauma by telling her I just
can't go anywhere this evening and I don't want to be alone. She
makes it easy. She averts her eyes as if to spare me embarrassment
and agrees by saying nothing at all. I feel unaccountable relief and
safety right away. Although I wonder briefly if it will be awkward

12

when

I

try to

pay her and

if

she will refuse the money.

EILEEN ASKS ME about my paper witch when we walk into the
"Why

do you keep that in here?"
I say as we stare into the shining brass tack
eyes of the black Halloween figure my nephew made at school. I used
to have it hanging over my bedroom lampshade until I noticed it was
beginning to fade. Now it's looped on the knob of the dish cupboard. I
find myself going on, "She keeps the evil spirits away."
I see Eileen wince and I realize such an idea would be an affront to
her religious beliefs. I am sorry I didn't stay quiet.
scrambled egg
I decide to make an early meal for all of us
sandwiches, bacon, and warmed-up rice from yesterday's dinner.
Jeremy thinks it's funny when I tell him we're having breakfast for
dinner. I still feel a little giddy and also a little bit silly about staying
home. I hope I won't wreck the food.
"He should have something citrus or a vegetable, don't you think?"
Eileen asks politely. And although I know she's right, it bothers me
that she takes an orange from the basket on the counter and digs her
kitchen.

"Fm

superstitious,"

—

nails into the skin before

I

agree.

I'm grateful she doesn't comment on the bacon; I know that it's
unhealthy and unnecessary, but we like it. I put a pan on the stovetop
to preheat. Then I take out my black-handled kitchen scissors, cut the
bacon package along the dotted line, slide out the cardboard tray, and
make one deep slice with my largest knife across the whole pound so I
can cook half of it. While I'm cutting I have an awful thought that I
can't block out: human flesh would feel this way; it would offer the
same soft resistance to the knife and then suddenly it would give

way.

The thought fades when
look like
to

little

ears?"

I

hear Eileen say to Jeremy, "Don't they

And I turn to see that she is leaning towards him

put an orange section into his mouth. She has his magic slate

rest-

ing on her thigh, and the red plastic pencil that goes with the slate is
stuck in her hair like a hat pin. There is something disturbing about
how close her face is to his; but it's nice that she has him under control
so I won't have to worry about his pushing a stool up to the stove,
climbing on it, and hovering dangerously over the pan, as he
usually does.
I take a moment to go over and peek at her drawing. She has just
completed a likeness of Donald Duck gesturing with his four-fingered
hand the same way as the Donald Duck in the colored illustration on
the border of the slate; two of his fingers are pressed together to form
a circle. He's making the everything-is-perfect sign.
"I didn't know you were an artist," I tell her.
"Oh no," she says, looking startled, "I just copy things."
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Then she

—
scribbles hard over the duck and clears the slate. I guess I've found
out something I wasn't supposed to know, but it's not the kind of thing
I had in mind.
I return to the stove and put the bacon into the pan with my fingers.
Then I gently correct the position of each slice with a pair of tongs
just as if I'm arranging a baby for sleep in its crib. The slices overlap
and hug one another, but I know they won't for long.
I transfer the rice from a plastic container into a covered pot with a
little water, and set it on a slow flame. When I pour two glasses of wine
I feel like the sly waitress who served me the other day at the deli. She
took a tiny sip of water from my glass before giving it to me and
thought I didn't notice. I feel sly because I know Eileen doesn't drink.
But I am self-conscious about having the wine alone.
When Eileen sees what I have done, she says she'll just get herself
some water. She takes a glass and fills it at the sink and fills a cup with
milk for Jeremy. I don't like the way she carries the cup and glass to
the table with one hand, pinching the rims between her fingers so that
one of her fingers is in Jeremy's milk. She uses her free hand to pull off
her earrings and drop them into her jacket pocket.
I sip my wine and inspect the underside of a piece of bacon with the
tongs. It's charred. I'm annoyed that I've misjudged the time. I turn it
all, lower the flame, and start the eggs.
Eileen offers to make the toast. I move the bacon to a sheet of paper
towel and watch as each slice produces its own little gray halo of
grease; and I realize I've never seen that happening before.

While we're eating, Jeremy shouts "Ear! Ear!" I notice that one of
Eileen's ears, backlit by the setting sun, has lit up a fiery orange. It
looks like the inside of a jack o'lantern, and the cartilage shows up
brown and snarled like leafless vines. His cries distract me from
watching her rub her thumb and forefinger together, clearing invisible crumbs the way inept actors do when they're plotting
something.
"It's just the sun shining through Eileen's ear," I tell Jeremy. But
he is agitated, and I know he doesn't understand. Eileen must see fear
in my face because she stares at me blankly and then grabs the wrong
ear, pulls on it, and looks behind her to locate the sun.
I want to stand up and do something. I think of trading places with
Eileen and showing Jeremy that the sun would do the same thing to
my ear; but I don't. Jeremy is still squirming in his seat and looking
bewildered. I'm relieved when Eileen decides to move her chair so that
the beam of light misses her head and strikes the top of her

shoulder.
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—
"I have an idea," Eileen says looking at Jeremy and she reaches
"See?" she asks, showing him the two
white roses in her open palms. One of her hands trembles, and an
into her pocket for her earrings.

earring jumps. "Aren't they pretty?" She snaps them back on her
ears, and says to him, "Now you don't have to worry."
I think Eileen has handled this situation pretty well. Jeremy is smiling and seems content now that her ears are covered, but I want to feel
better too, so I incline toward Eileen hoping she has something to say
to me.

Schuylkill
MICHAEL

P.

Walk

TONER

Beyond the wending Schuylkill petals
newly red and yellow bloom, misfits
of November dawn; rose revels
westering stray gannets.
Gulls gather near the current's swirl,
hover, dip, lift, wheel
careen
past noonday beech and hawthorn, haul
shoreward, foiled, brood by evergreen.
Trim footfalls share an autumn dusk
halt
her gaze drifts eager, lucent;
bold lovers tryst by waterside, span
finite as the vaulting elder, lone,
winter's grace her covenant: once
fierce desire, a quickened rowan.
livid,

—

—
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Objects
reach so
far to reflect on water.

Shadows come
in

every color.

Only moving things
with eyes require perspective.
Beyond shapes
and shades are ways

Beyond words
ways to speak.

to see.

are

You and

I

must see and speak
those ways. Nothing
is left

RICHARD

A

Snailing:

else

to try.

M.

McMULLEN

Celebration

RUTH MOON KEMPHER
Slobsoft,
cell

by

the buildup

cell in circles

and a spiraled helix,
slugabed, to trundle it
whole wall and shining
shield-piece, shouldered
over glass shard and twig
leaving faint drooltrails
homesafe 0, moving away.
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stirring
KATHLEEN A. COPPULA

MORNING
FOR THE TENTH
with her

since the funeral, Louise waited in
the kitchen
coffee until Guido came down for his breakfast. When she heard him on the stairs, she reached up to smooth the
thick white knot of hair braided at the top of her head. When he
entered the kitchen, she moved away from the table as if it were still
too small for the two of them alone.
''What should I fix you this morning?" she asked, reaching for his
mug and filling it with coffee.

"Oatmeal," he told her.
"We have eggs, or I could make some french toast," she urged.
"Oatmeal. Helen always fixed me oatmeal," he said. "With
raisins."

For the tenth morning, Louise got out the pot and cooked the oatmeal for him while he waited quietly. He reached out only for the
morning paper. He kept his back to her these mornings, scanning the
newspaper for something of interest, folding it into small rectangles
he could hold in one hand directly in front of him. Again this morning
he had forgotten to comb his hair. It had dried in clumps going in
every direction away from the pale pink circle at the top of his head,
she noticed.
She placed the bowl of cereal on the table for him. He lifted his
spoon without looking away from the paper and dipped into the bowl
for the raisins. Louise turned to the bread dough rising in three huge
bowls along the counter, lifting the dish towel covers from each of the
bowls and poking at the dough as if trying to hurry it along.
"I'm going to town this afternoon," she told him. "Would you like
anything? Or maybe you could come along."
He turned in his chair to look at her, his brown eyes moving only
slowly in her direction. "Do you have to?"
"I'm behind on the orders," she told him. "I'll lose my
customers."
"We get enough money from the store rent," he said. "You don't
need to keep baking all morning."
"I want to," she told him, looking away from him. She got the bread
pans from the cupboard and lined them on the counter.
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Louise slipped away from the kitchen and cHmbed the stairs to
straighten the beds. She went first to his room so it would be ready if
he wanted to retreat there. She stopped beside the dresser and placed
her hand on the folded sweater vests lying on the corner. Here were
the navy, the tan, and the gray ones. Today, even in the heat, he wore
the brown one, and he would fold it at night and place it at the bottom
of the stack. The dresser still held the mark from the photograph that
had been here all the years until Guido placed it in the coffin beside
Helen. Their wedding. The picture had captured them all with hopeful
faces. Two brothers, Guido and Leo, with their two young wives,
Helen and herself both women now answering to the name of Mrs.
DiSilvio. She remembered holding high her glass of champagne at the
small reception, to celebrate the decision to buy the house all together.
Now she lifted a corner of her apron to clear away the dust
around the spot.
She went over to the bed and pulled the sheets up, fluffed out the
spread, watching it float into place. She tucked it crisply beneath the
pillows and turned to start for her own room. Guido was leaning
against the door frame watching watching her.
"Did I startle you?" he asked, moving inside the room. "Sorry,
didn't mean to." He walked over to the dresser and began fingering
the items there: Helen's silver brush, her jewelry box, her perfumes.
He seemed no longer aware of Louise in the room. She left quietly,
clicking the door closed behind her.
After baking the bread and wrapping the loaves in long plastic
bags, she packed them in the two shopping bags. She went out the
front door hoping Guido wouldn't see her leaving. Once she turned the
corner, she felt free to lower her shoulders and let the shopping bags
swing a bit as she walked.
She paused outside the glass doors of the grocery store before
pushing one open with her hip. She still thought of it as Leo's

—

—

store.

"Georgie," she called, slapping the shopping bags on the counter.
Again, no one was at the register. Anyone at all could waltz out of the
place without paying. "Georgie!"
"Aunt Louise?" she heard from the corner of the room. Then
Georgie's pale, fat face peeked around the stack of detergent. She
cringed again at the word "aunt" coming from this man who was
second cousin to Guido and no relation to herself.
"Get out here," she told him.
"You brought some bread," he said. "My customers have been asking me for days now, 'Where's the bread?' What could I do but shrug
my shoulders and tell them how do I know what she's doing?"
"Well I'm gonna' keep bringing it," she said. "You tell them
that."
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"How's Uncle Guido doing?" he asked. "How's he holding up?"
"Listen, Georgie," she said, lowering her voice and looking around.
"I want you to call him. Tell him you need him to help out here."
"But Aunt Louise," he whined. "Business is slow."
"You tell him you need help," she said. "Then go home and play
with your kids or something, but don't tell him I said to call. You
hear me?"
"All right," he said, looking helpless.
She picked up the shopping bags and shoved them in his arms. "Go
put these out," she told him. At home, when Guido asked her how
Georgie was doing at the store, she averted her eyes and told him,
"Seems real busy down there to me."
In the evenings, she watched TV with Guido the news and
whatever followed. She let him choose. He would slide his hand to the
small table beside his chair and slip the glasses on his long, hooked
nose as if it were a secret that he wore glasses at all, a matter of pride.
He wouldn't wear them beyond the house, not even to drive; he would
squint and become irritable behind the wheel. Louise realized that she
would now need to move to the front seat when they drove anywhere,
which at least wasn't often.
Guido kept his eyes on the TV screen, never laughing at the jokes
but often drawing in his breath at the first signs of danger, leaning

—

forward in his worn gray chair. Sometimes, Louise brought her sewing basket to the living room, putting buttons on his shirts, mending
the torn seams. One evening, she glanced up and found him looking
toward her hands as she held the needle in waiting for the next
stitch.

"You sew pretty good, huh?" he asked, his eyes
upward to her face. But that was all. He turned his

drifting finally
attention away

from her again.
After a while, he went upstairs without a word and was gone longer
than usual. Louise dropped her sewing back into the basket and
strained to identify the sounds he made above her. When she was sure
she heard him close the door to his room and start down the steps
toward her, she snatched up 'her mending and applied frantic
stitches.

Guido stood before her with a half dozen dresses balanced across
"You sew pretty good," he told her, no longer a
question. "These are for you. Take them in. You're a little smaller than
she was." He placed the dresses beside her on the sofa,
Louise stood up and lifted each dress at arm's length to inspect
them, turning each one from front to back. They looked new, and she
couldn't recall Helen's wearing any of them. Guido kept a close watch
on her movements, waiting. She folded each dress and set them on her
sewing basket.
his outstretched arms.
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"They're very pretty," she told him. And for the first time in what
seemed Hke forever, the corners of his mouth Ufted in a near smile. "I'll
do this one first," she told him, pointing to the gray linen dress with a
white collar and cuffs at the top of the pile.
"Fine," he said, settling in his chair once again. "That's good."
When she finished the dress one evening, she held it out for him to
see. "Try it on," he said. "How can I tell anything like that?" The
request surprised her, and she clutched the dress close against herself.

"Go ahead," he

said.

When she came back downstairs in the gray linen dress,

she felt her
heart race. She blushed when he asked her to turn in a circle as he
inspected her.
"Looks good," he said. "You can wear it to church on Sunday."
"Are we going?" she asked. He hadn't been in the church since
the funeral.
Louise felt relief at the familiar words of the Mass. She felt relief
that nothing had changed in her weeks of absence. Kneeling, she ran
her fingers along the oak pew in front of her. She whispered each word
along with the priest and raised her voice in response.
When the crowd moved outside, she followed Guido to the front of
the church and stood before the statue of Mary. Guido dropped his
coins in the metal box and placed a new white candle into one of the
blue glass holders. He stood silently offering his prayer, his hands
folded together but hanging low, limp. He stared at the candle's tiny
flame as if fearful it might not stay lit. He seemed to nod to the statue
before moving away.
On the walk home, Louise held onto his arm and he didn't pull away.
He paused near the park, pointing to a group of trees with a few
remaining red and gold leaves. A breeze lifted the thin white tufts of
his hair.

She saw the squirrel he was watching. "Did you know, Louisa, that
they don't run straight up the tree?" he asked her. "Always in a spiral
until they reach the top. See? He's going around back and he'll circle
to the front. See?"

GUIDO WENT DOWN to the store every afternoon to help out. He
had complained about
plained twice as

it

every day for the

first

much when Louise wanted him

week, had com-

to carry the

bread

"Errand boy," he told her. "That's what you think I am, an
errand boy." But he slowly forgot to complain about going. Instead,
he'd tell Louise, "That boy takes a good business and lets it get out of
hand. Good thing I'm there to help him or who knows?"
On Friday, Louise waited for him to bring the week's groceries,
knowing she'd have to put them away. She watched out the front winalong.
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dow for him to come along home pulling the wire cart filled with
brown paper bags. As always, he would unload the bags on the counter, turn to her and tell her, "Okay," meaning, "Now it's your
job."

Once,
kitchen.

when he first did the shopping, she'd called him back to the
"What are you doing letting the food sit out? Put it

away!"
"That's your job," he'd told her.
"Since when?"

"Bad enough you make me shop like an old woman," he'd said, waving a finger toward her. "I said to myself, why should she make a special trip when I'm right there? But no, I won't do this. Your job."
She had watched him lower his hands to his pants pockets, his
forearm muscles tense as he stood there, and she'd thought. Well now
what? "All right, I'll do it," she'd said. She hadn't argued about it
since,

and now

it

seemed

fair this

way, seemed

right.

When she unloaded the grocery bags, he sat down at the table while
she scooted back and forth putting everything in its proper spot.
While she worked, he told her the news of the store, how Georgie
might finally be learning something from him.
"Maybe it's a good thing you told Georgie to call me to help,"
he said.
She slammed the box of oatmeal on the counter and caught her
breath. "He told you!" she said. "And he said he wouldn't."
"I just asked him what made you think I needed to come here, like I
knew all along it was your idea. He fell for it, said, 'She didn't say,'
then I did know for sure." He didn't look as angry as Louise
expected.
"I just ..." she said. "I thought
I'm sorry."
"Well, it doesn't matter this time," he told her, giving her his stem
look. "He needs me now. But don't do it again, Louisa."
She squinted up her face, tightening her lips, but couldn't find anything to say. When he left the room, she sorted through the rest of the
groceries, checking to see if he'd gotten all the things she needed for
her Christmas baking.
Three weeks before Christmas, Louise was ready to prepare. She
baked cookies, bought boxes of cards, and carried the decorations
down from the attic.
"I don't want to," he said when she asked him to help. "And I
won't."
"Baby!" she called him, and went out of her way to step over his
legs with the large box holding the artificial tree. She used her own
decorations, leaving all of his wrapped in tissue. A few days later, she
repented, and climbed the stairs to the attic to retrieve the ornaments
that he had always insisted be placed at the front of the tree. She
.
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addressed all the cards herself, signing both their names "Guido
and Louise DiSilvio."
He didn't bring up the remaining dresses, which she had put in the
hall closet uncompleted, until a few days before Christmas, when
Louise was going into her room to go to sleep. "This one, Louisa," he'
said, bringing out the pale blue crepe dress. "Forget the others," he
told her. "Fix this one to wear for Christmas. This is my favorite."
She ran her finger along the V-shaped fold of fabric of the bodice,
touched the crystal bead necklace that Guido had draped over the
hanger. Her heart said, "Don't do it." Her thoughts said, "It would
please him." She accepted the dress from his hands, knowing his face
would smooth with her movement. "I'll do this," she told him, reaching to pat his shoulder.
On Christmas day, Louise put on the blue dress and Helen's crystal
beads. Guido was ready for Mass before she was. He was waiting for
her with his coat on in the downstairs hallway.
"You look nice," he said as she walked down the steps to join him.
He smiled, nodding his head to her, and held her coat out so that she
could slip into it. She buttoned it quickly, covering herself with the old

brown coat.
"Ready?" he asked.
Outside, he held his arm out for her to hold. "It's all right that the
kids won't be here until tomorrow," he told her.
She turned to see him better, but he walked on without pausing, his
eyes only watching the sidewalk directly ahead of him. She walked
beside him, keeping his pace until they got to the church. There, she
felt bashful each time friends nodded to her. She had to force the
words, "Merry Christmas," again and again.
Inside the church, she pulled at Guido's arm. "Back here," she told
him. "I want to sit at the end." She led him to the far right aisle and
made him enter the pew before her. She folded her hands and pretended to pray, but through the service she watched the figures
around her as if to learn something from their movements.
"Go in peace," the priest called out from the altar.
She whispered to Guido, "Go home without me." He told her that
he'd wait for her, outside the church if she wanted.
"It's cold," she told him. "Go home. I'll be there in a bit." She waited
until she heard the door open and close behind her, until she knew she
was alone there.
She walked to the statue of Mary, and lit two white candles, one for
Helen, one for herself. Then she crossed herself and headed for

home.
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My Cousin Don
Who Fainted on the
For

Altar at his

Wedding

PETER DESY
You

fell like

a tree

your blue suit,
went down without a gesture.
in

Your stomach had been saying no
your colon knotted
against the ritual, sent messages
to your brain that you denied.
for days;

Then your whole body

revolted,

the smell of flowers already stagnant
in your nostrils as they carried you off
to the sacristy. Your revival was no surprise
to me. You said you drank too much
the night before. No. Your cells' congregation
was a sermon in flesh, and you knew that,
but you returned to face the priest,
your hands fisted at your sides. So you said
your piece and turned to the crowd,
your face white as the host
you just consumed.
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Concentration
ANTHONY WOOD ROGERS

WAY HE LIKED TO BE, the meadow with his
IT WAStheTHE
scene ready to paint. At such times he didn't mind the
in

easel,

scurrying of his children beneath his feet, or become embarrassed by
young wife imitating them on her hands and knees. He could concentrate totally on his painting. He and Fran argued about it: how
could he blot out the darling squeals and laughter of their children?
how could he ignore her when she spoke?
He explained that it was not a rejection of anybody, that it was the
only way he could work, and besides, she should be grateful it
allowed the whole family to be together while he painted. What he did
not tell her was that he never blotted them out entirely. It was as if
they were in another room he could close the door, but he knew they
his

—

—

were

there.

It was early summer, when the grasses were long, when dragonflies
hovered in midair, and flowers were at their peak. The meadow
dipped before him into a shallow valley, the barest indentation. He
had painted the meadow so many times that it had become a kind of
trademark, but the subtlety of the valley still eluded him. His goal was
to paint the curve as close to a straight line as possible, without losing
its shape. If only he weren't so clumsy.
The girls were being especially playful today. Several times they
came close to breaking his one inviolate rule: don't bump the easel. He
didn't mind their shouts, or their using his legs as a hiding place, but
they must not under any circumstances jar the easel. Now they were
playing a game of hide-and-seek, using his legs as home base. He
smiled inwardly at their joy, the contagion of their laughter.
Fran was on her knees, taking as much delight in the game as the
children. What had enticed when they married now irritated; her
openness and naivete were revealed as immaturity. He said nothing
to her. It would cause needless bickering, and achieve nothing. She

was beyond teaching.
He bent down and concentrated hard on the colors he was mixing.
When he was at his best the' colors spoke to him, dictating where they
should be placed, even changing on the
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way from

palette to canvas.

There had always been great critical debate about how he achieved
his effects, but only because the playful nature of color was not widely
recognized. Look at Eakins and his brown water, suggesting blue.
"I said, will you be much longer?"
"No, my dear," he answered, even though it wasn't true. He had not
even begun to paint the curve. He had saved that till last, painting in
the sky and the foreground first. He always wondered why these canvases sold; they were in great demand, even though there was little
variation among them. To him they were experiments, his cathedral
at Rouen, and he would not have paid good money to look at a
failed experiment.

The girls squealed. "Emy is getting cold, Ross, and I'm bored."
To speak other than to say "Yes, dear," or "No, dear," required him
to break the membrane of concentration, the worst sin. But to point
out her lapse would lead to an even longer interruption while she complained that he cared more for his painting than her, so he answered
fully but as quickly as possible, "She doesn't look cold to me, and no
more than a minute ago you were having as much fun as the
girls."

"I suppose you can read my mind. I suppose you know what
was thinking."
"Keep your voice down."
"What if I was faking? I want them to have fun, you know."
He was horrified. "For Christ's sake, they'll hear you!"
"I don't care."

She stood

I

up. "If you're not finished soon, we're

going back without you."

Monet had shown that purple could masquerade as brown, so he
dabbed his canvas with it. From a distance, the purple would look like
the indentation in shadow. He had no need to step back and see for
himself; his mind could do that for him.
He was sometimes tempted to paint his children into his meadow,
but he never had. They would look good, rolling down the slight
incline, carrying baskets of flowers, dancing. But he was striving for
purity of line, not sentimentality. The Japanese made arbitrary rules
for themselves, and painted within those rules, however limiting,
achieving effects of such subtlety that they could not be described
words.
Fran had forgotten her threat, and was back on the ground with the
children. Her skirt was up, and he could see her thighs. Fleetingly he
wondered if anyone else were around, but he did not want to wrench
his attention away from the canvas to see. She still stirred him, even
though since he had become old they no longer had sex together.
He wondered if his children still liked him. Emily and Gail treated
him with the cheerful insouciance of eight year-olds, and he supposed
it was love, but he wasn't sure. Maybe they just put up with him. He
in
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loved them, although he never let

them get

in the

way

of his work.

WAS LYING on her back, knees
Emily was
FRAN
and Fran was growling back. What bothered
tending
be a
raised.

to

pre-

lion,

him about the way she played with the kids was that she kept no distance from them; she became as petty, insistent, and childish as they.
Now, however, she just looked like she was waiting to be laid, and he
turned his attention back to the canvas, vaguely irritated at the
distraction.

There were no trees on the meadow, nothing to break the wind. He
could not paint that of course, but he would have liked to try. Maybe
the Japanese had painted wind; he couldn't even capture the
curve.

What was it about reputation that soon took over and replaced the
actual work? No one ever examined his paintings anymore. Enough
people had said they were good that even those who didn't like his
paintings secretly supposed themselves to be wrong. Reputation
snowballed until it became the only truth.

Now

she was rolling over on her stomach, her mouth open in a
Her white blouse was loose around her, revealing bra, revealing breast. The light which made this meadow such a special place
was turning her blouse into a movie screen, the show within. What if
there were someone watching, and suppose the stranger came over to
laugh.

He turned back to his canvas to escape the thought, but
he could see her there rolling around in his painted meadow, playing
with the kids.
"How dare you!" he shouted.
She sat up, startled. "Wh
what?"
"I'm sorry," he muttered, "Just.talking to myself. The colors won't
behave today."
"Oh, she replied, and went back to playing with the kids. He could
still see her on the canvas.
He filled in the grass to cover her over, but she was faster than his
brush. She waved to him and ran up the valley, calling the kids to
talk with her?

.

.

.

follow her.
Furious, Ross slashed the canvas with bold strokes of purple,
green, and brown. He had almost caught up with her when he noticed
that she had been joined by a man. Ross stopped in astonishment,
putting down the brush to watch while they kissed and held hands.

The
the

girls,
tall

Emily and

Gail,

were playing off to one

side, half

hidden by

grass.

He glanced at Fran lying in the real grass by his stool and to his
horror saw that she was coupling with a man, her white blouse
undone and her knees flung apart. He was paralyzed, unable to move
anything except his brush, so he wielded it like a weapon, attacking
26

—
the canvas where Fran still stood holding hands with her imaginary
lover. Ross noticed he looked much like the man he had just seen
violating his wife in the grass.
He did not know how much time had passed when he heard one of
the girls begging him to please put his paints away and come home.
"I'm cold," she pleaded. It was Emily.
"In a minute, hon. I'm almost finished."
He had never in his career achieved such concentration. He ached
from it, was spent from it. Fran was packing the things for the climb
down to the house. Emily was bouncing on one foot, her sweater
clutched around her, trying to keep warm.
"Come on, Ross," Fran said. She seemed cheerful now, not
scolding.

"In a minute." He looked at his canvas, sizing it up. It needed some
finishing touches, but he could apply them in the studio. He had
painted in a style new to him, bolder, stronger. The paint lay across
the canvas in broad swatches. It was scary to think of such a radical
change; he did not even know if he liked the style.
He looked at the valley, lying in the purple shadows he had just
painted. Fran and her lover were gone, and he had gotten the curve
just right.

Blizzard Ravens
ADEN ROSS
This spring a late snow dropped the
wintering in their growing bones,
snapped their knees like icicles,
blew them up, leather balloons

and sideways,
eyes cloudy as shooter marbles.
legs stiff

Ravens fattened on the
sleek and blue-black as
No more thrashing stiff

windfall,
bottle-flies.

hides;

earthbound, they waddled, selective:
eating only the cows' liquid eyes,
dead as childhood staring out.
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cattle,

Netherlands
MATTHEW WILSON
In the delta, color

The water logged

is

grey.

fields

do not burnish

with the morning sun,

weak and low behind
the clouds. Fog has frozen on the
like

snow.

On

trees

the ground, the crocus

has clamped tight against what is not
an absent winter nor yet a spring.

Water

is

sluggish

everywhere. Currents
hardly declare themselves. Old river
branches curl through the serried towns,
while somewhere, a windmill in full
sail revolves on the eddies, creaking,
muffled in the fog.
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